GENERAL INTERNSHIP FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS INTERESTED IN HEALTHCARE

JOIN US THIS SUMMER

4 POSITIONS

APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED OCTOBER – FEBRUARY

Student Internship in Nonprofit Healthcare

MAHEC Explorer

Student Internship in Nonprofit Healthcare

MAHEC xplorer

UNC HEALTH SCIENCES at MAHEC
MAHECxplorer
Student Internship in Nonprofit Healthcare

Explore the world of healthcare outside the classroom.

ORGANIZATIONAL
Project Work

160 Hours

STIPEND
4 Positions

APPLICATION
- Résumé
- Cover Letter
- 1-Page Healthcare Interests Statement
- Unofficial Transcript

Applications accepted October–February
www.mahec.net/employment

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION OR QUESTIONS, CONTACT:
Amanda Greene, MPA, Program Director
828.771.4225 | amanda.greene@mahec.net
Tracy Ashby-Wagner, Program Coordinator
828.257.4733 | tracy.ashby.wagner@mahec.net